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            Abstract
Kidney organoids derived from human pluripotent stem cells have glomerular- and tubular-like compartments that are largely avascular and immature in static culture. Here we report an in vitro method for culturing kidney organoids under flow on millifluidic chips, which expands their endogenous pool of endothelial progenitor cells and generates vascular networks with perfusable lumens surrounded by mural cells. We found that vascularized kidney organoids cultured under flow had more mature podocyte and tubular compartments with enhanced cellular polarity and adult gene expression compared with that in static controls. Glomerular vascular development progressed through intermediate stages akin to those involved in the embryonic mammalian kidneyâ€™s formation of capillary loops abutting foot processes. The association of vessels with these compartments was reduced after disruption of the endogenous VEGF gradient. The ability to induce substantial vascularization and morphological maturation of kidney organoids in vitro under flow opens new avenues for studies of kidney development, disease, and regeneration.
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                    Fig. 1: Developing kidney organoids cultured in vitro under high fluid flow exhibit enhanced vascularization during nephrogenesis.[image: ]


Fig. 2: Intra- and interorganoid vascular networks with perfusable lumens supported by mural cells are observed for kidney organoids cultured under high flow in vitro.[image: ]


Fig. 3: Tubular epithelia mature and undergo morphogenesis to become a polarized, ciliated compartment in contact with vasculature in response to high-flow conditions on chip.[image: ]


Fig. 4: Flow-enhanced glomerular vascularization and morphogenesis of kidney organoids in vitro mirrors stages of glomerular development in vivo.[image: ]
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Reporting Summary

Supplementary Video 1
Vascular precursors and mature vessels in a kidney organoid cultured under high -flow conditions. Confocal z-stack movie of a whole organoid, containing multiple PODXL+ cellular clusters, permeated by PECAM1+ vessels supported by MCAM+ cells. DAPI (blue), 4â€™,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole; PECAM1 (red), CD31; MCAM (yellow), CD146; PODXL (cyan), podocalyxin.


Supplementary Video 2
Bead perfusion at the bottom edge of a live organoid. Beads (green; 100 nm) were perfused in media over the top of an organoid in high-flow conditions. The beads accumulate with time at the edge (white dotted line). ULEX staining (red) was applied to the media and highlights the vessels. Halfway through the movie, the red channel laser is turned off in order to visualize the beads in the green channel only. As is common with this system, one vessel is perfused and a nearby vessel is not, showing that perfusion in lumens in this system is happening, but not evenly throughout the vascular tree. Scale bar, 10 Î¼m.


Supplementary Video 3
Kidney organoid fusion under flow. Bright-field time-lapse movie of two organoids fusing after being seeded on chip under high flow during a 47-h period (images taken every 2 min). (Note: the period shown corresponds to days 1â€“3 under perfusion.)


Supplementary Video 4
Vascularâ€“tubule interactions in kidney organoids under high flow. PECAM1+ cells (red) both wrap and extend longitudinally around tubules. DAPI (blue), 4â€™,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole; PECAM1 (red), CD31; PODXL (cyan), podocalyxin.


Supplementary Video 5
Capillary invasion into S-shaped bodies and PODXL+ lobules in kidney organoids cultured under high flow. Z-stack confocal slices through various glomeruli in organoids under high-flow conditions (z-stacks of the still images in Fig. 4d,e in the text).


Supplementary Video 6
Confocal z-stack movies of PODXL+ lobules with PECAM1+ vessels supported by MCAM+ cells for kidney organoids cultured under high flow at day 21. DAPI (blue), 4â€™,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole; PECAM1 (red), CD31; MCAM (yellow), CD146; PODXL (cyan), podocalyxin.
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